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Bio-Testing and Therapy International     21 Halewood Rd 
     A word from the honourable President     Liverpool L25 3PH 
          26 Nov 1992 
 
Dear Colleagues,    
 

The importance of Bio-Testing 
 
The distinction between testing and therapy makes our title cumbersome compared with 
the alternative: BioTherapy International. But it serves to highlight the importance we give 
to testing. Our aim in helping with health problems includes identifying the physiological 
faults and toxic substances involved. This requires testing; and it makes the therapy which 
follows more intelligent, Intelligible and effective. The more accurate the aim, the more 
devasting the fire. 
 
It is remarkable that when our clients pick a series of remedies by intuition, each remedy 
checked for appropriateness, the last remedy usually corresponds to the client’s primary 
symptom. What does this mean in practice? Is it that the body cannot clear the toxic 
substances from the organ related to the last remedy because the life-force is blocked 
enroute in the meridians of the preceding organs? Or does it mean rather that the body is 
not able to clear preceding organs and their meridians because of the blockage in the last 
organ? 
If the former is true, then it may be necessary to clear all (or at least many) of the other 
organs simultaneously with the last. That is what we normally do in BioTherapy, using all the 
remedies. However. if the latter is true, then it should suffice to use only the last remedy – 
which seems to be in accord with classical homeopathy. However, if testing indicates a 
problem with any organs involved in detoxification (lymphatics, heart, lungs, spleen, liver, 
kidneys, or intestinal tract) it would seem wise to add the corresponding remedies. This may 
prevent healing crises.  
 
In any case, our BioTesting discipline has great value on its own because it enables one to 
uncover hidden problems in vital organs of the body. For example, when one tests the 
biopoints of a client’s hypothalamus upon arrival, one often finds that they test normal, 
even in cases of chronic fatigue.  
In reality there may be a serious overloading of the hypothalamus with toxic substances. 
The reason for this false indication is that the substances are restricted to the capillary beds 
and surrounding tissues of the hypothalamus where there is no autonomic innervation. It no 
longer affects the arterioles which supply the capillary beds and where there is autonomic 
innervation. Biopoints are related to the level of autonomic innervation of organs. When 
one challenges the hypothalamus with LEDUM, the biopoints may go off immediately 
because the toxic substances begin to exit from the tissues and build up near enough to the 
arterioles of the hypothalamus to disrupt the balance between the sympathetic (yang) and 
the parasympathetic (yin) nerve supply in them. 
Evidently this is also what occurs when LEDUM is indicated during the course of routine 
testing. In this case, however, it is the remedy preceding LEDUM that enables the 
detoxification process to commence in the hypothalamus.  LEDUM is needed now only to 
continue the process and to open the flow of energy to other organs along the line. LEDUM 
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on its own may fail to unearth the hidden problem in the hypothalamus and may come into 
play only after a series of other remedies. This shows the importance of proper disciple in 
testing. What is true of LEDUM, and the hypothalamus is also true of other areas of the 
body. Hence the importance of Bio-testing and its explicit use in our title of our association. 
 
What is also becoming clear is that Bio-testing on its own is already a form of therapy. As 
soon as the inherited factor is identified, and the corresponding remedy is applied it gives a 
constitutional energy boost to the system and activates the detoxification process. Then as 
each successive remedy is identified and applied it indicates which organ is detoxifying and 
it passes on the energy to the next organ in need. This continues until no further immediate 
organ detoxification is indicated. 
Further remedies may still be indicated for tuning, and it is good to test for them as well. 
There is good reason to suspect that once the detoxification process has been initiated, 
stimulated, and supported in this way, it may continue on its own spontaneously. 
However, the process can no doubt be hurried on significantly throughout the coming days, 
weeks or months by the intelligent application of the most relevant remedies. This is what is 
done in conventional homeopathy. However, if desired, a whole stage of detoxification can 
be accomplished with each session of magnetic colour therapy. It is up to the practitioner to 
decide which course to follow.  
 
In any case, Bio-Testing and Therapy can give a tremendous boost to the Vix Mediatrix 
Naturae. 
   
       With very best wishes 

 
   
  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


